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REVIEW

First Half of 2019 – A Bull Market in Everything  

 Virtually every type of investment generated a positive return over the first half of 2019, which 
is most unusual given the variation in fundamental factors driving them. 

 As has been the case for several years, US large cap “growth” stocks continued to be far and 
away the best performing segment of the investment universe.    
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REVIEW

Why A Bull Market in Everything?  

Changing Federal Reserve policy played a big part of the broad rise in asset prices.  Not only did 
the Federal Reserve indicate higher interest rates would no longer be necessary, but they also 
indicated that lower rates were an increasing possibility.  Expectations adjusted accordingly, as 
shown below.  

Source: CME
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Slowing, But Positive World Economic Growth

Growth projections have weakened, but not by a substantial amount, and remain solidly positive. 
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Inflation continues to be low and stable in the US and elsewhere. Historically, stable inflation has 
been a sign of healthy economic conditions.       

UPDATE 

Inflation Remains Tame
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US – China Trade Negotiations

 These negotiations are important because the US and China comprise roughly 40% of the 
world’s economic output and more than 40% of its growth. 

 Some progress was made by Presidents Trump and Xi at the June G20 meeting. They agreed to 
restart trade negotiations, and a few good faith concessions were made by both sides.  

 The Administration is unlikely to risk weakening the economy going into a re-election year, but 
a definitive agreement is far off. In the words of the White House economic adviser, “the rest of 
it is going to go on for quite some time.”
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“Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when others are fearful.” Compared to the last five 
years, investors remain well in the “fearful” camp based on flows of money into and out of equities.  
This indicates a healthy level of risk aversion and tempered expectations for equity returns.  

Continued Absence of Exuberance

Source: Vanguard
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 One exception to the absence of exuberance is high price-to-earnings ratios for “growth stocks,” 
like Netflix and Amazon, along with newly public companies, such as Uber, Lyft, and Beyond 
Meat.  

 Many of these established companies (and almost all of the new ones) are either losing money 
or are marginally profitable, yet their relative stock price performance is at an extreme based on 
the history below.  Price risk is high. 

One Exuberance Exception
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Unusual Economic Times – Debt and Growth  

Source: FRED

Debt Contributing To Growth

US: Total Debt As A % Of GDP
(Includes Government, Business and Consumer Debt)

Debt Reducing Growth

For the first time in almost everyone’s adult lifetime, debt as a percentage of the economy has 
declined, beginning in 2009. The effect this has on growth is significant, as rising debt contributes 
to economic growth; falling debt reduces it. And even after the decline, debt remains well above 
historical levels, creating investor uncertainty. 
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Unusual Economic Times – Slowing Demographics 

In no one’s lifetime has the global growth rate of the working age population been as low or the 
population been aging as rapidly as today. All else equal, these trends translate to slower economic 
growth. 

Source: World Bank
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Unusual Economic Times – Exceptionally Low Interest Rates 

Interest rates are at their lowest levels in almost everyone’s adult lifetime.  Not since a decade into 
the Great Depression were interest rates as low as today’s. Interest rates are even lower (in some 
cases negative) in Europe and Japan. Low interest rates typically signal an expectation that future 
economic growth will be slow. 

Source: Shiller/Yale
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Unusual Economic Times – Necessary Changes

Demographic trends will not change in the foreseeable future.  As a result, the following are needed 
in order for economic growth to accelerate:

 Government policies that promote growth are needed, including:

• Rules and regulations that foster new business formation, spending, investment, and 
employment, especially in Europe.  

• Spending that facilitates economic activity, such as repairing and upgrading roads, 
bridges, telecommunications, air traffic control systems, etc. 

 Business and consumer confidence beyond the US must improve to levels where spending, 
borrowing, and taking new risks increase. Business and consumer “animal spirits” are fragile 
and directly impacted by government policy. Therefore, pro-growth policies are needed to 
kindle “animal spirits.”
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 Near term,  continued economic growth, low inflation and tempered expectations combine for a 
positive investment foundation.  

 “Growth stocks” are an exception and should be handled with caution. 

 Longer term, some “green shoots” in growth-oriented government policies and for 
improvement in business and consumer confidence have occurred.  Yet, a consistent pattern 
does not exist. 

 The uncertainty arising from the longer term issues translates to a slightly below average 
portfolio equity weighting, as has been the case for a few quarters.  

 At record low interest rates, the return potential from long term bonds is low, and the risk is 
high. Long term bonds would drop in price if government policy improves and growth 
increases. Therefore, short term bonds are more appealing.  

Portfolio Strategy 



CONTACT INFORMATION

Savannah Office

6602 Abercorn Street, Suite 100
Savannah, GA 31405

(912) 691-2320

Hilton Head Office

90 Main Street, Suite A
Hilton Head Island, SC 29926

(843) 785-2233

www.ChathamCapitalGroup.com
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